
TECHNICALDATA Machinefitted with
1000mm bandwheels

Machine fitted with
l200mmbandwheels

A Max. log diam. 1.5m(5') 1.5m(5)
B Max. ofcut 440m 540mm

C Max.elevationofblade 1360mm(4'5*")
above loq bearer

1360mm (4'5]")

D Overallwidth 3740mm(123") 4120mm(13'6Ì")

E Overall length 2160mm(7'1") 2l60mm(7'1")
F Max. werall height 321omm (10'6Ê") 3310mm (10'10S')

G Track wheel centres l600mm (5'3") 1600mm (5'3")

H Bandwheeldiam. 1000mm(39å") 12OOmm(471")

Bandwheelwidth 105mm

Bandwheelprofile Crowned Crowned

Bladewidth 120mm(4å") 150(6"',)

Blade thickness 1.1mm(19gauge) 1.2mm(18gauge)
Blade lenqth 8090mm (26'7") 8990mm (29'6')

Both machines

Power unit Electric, diesel or petrol

Power rating. Electric 22kw(30HP), 30kw(40HP) or37kw(50HP)
Power rating. Diesel 44kw(60HP)

Feed speed Upto30m/min
Blade speed 3sm/sec. (25 or 30 standard alternatives)

Railtrackguage 'l800mm (5 10ã")

Railtracktype 14.9 kg/m (301b/yd) FB section

THE WORLD'S LEADING
MANUFACTURER OF
HORIZONTAL BANDMILLS

lmperial conversions are approx¡mate.

Forestor is a reg¡stered trademark.

Because it d€sires to ¡ncorporate ¡mprovements whenev€r possible
Forest & Sawmill Eguipments (Eng¡neers) Ltd. reservethe right to change
sp€cificat¡ons ordesign at anytimewithoul notice and without incurring
obligation.

This photograph of an electric powered Forestor-15o shows
how a simple electr¡c hoistwith scissors ca n make sawn timber
removal (and log positioning) very easy. /t a/so shows l¡ow
product¡on can be increased by positioning a second /og
turlher along the track ready for sawing when the f¡rs¿ is
tinished. ln this way no product on t¡rne ¡s /ost.
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FORESTOR
Anton Mill, Anton Mill Lane, Andover, Hants. SplO 2NW, England.
Telephone: Andover (02641 3U'142.
ldex:4711 ! ForestG.
Fax: Andover (O2æl 3U145.

Lowcapitalcost.
Simple design - no log cariage.
No expensive foundations needed.

Minimum of maintenance.

Heavy duty construction throughout.

Maximum log diameterl.5m(5 ).

1OOOmm or 1200mm bandwheels.
Electric, dieselor petrol power un¡t.

Best value-for-money in its class.

THE WORLD'S LEADING
MANUFACTURER OF
HORIZONTAL BANDMILLS
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HORIZONTAL BANDMILL

FORESTOR
Anton Mill, Anton Mill Lane, Andover, Hants. SP10 2NW, England.
Telephone: Andover (0264) 9142.
Telex:471 11 Forest G.
Fax: Andover (0264) 334145.
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With the first Forestor bandmill we pioneered the moving
horizontal bandmill method of sawing. So when we designed the
Forestor-150 we drew on our knowledge and experience, gained
over many years and in many countries, and incorporated all that
we had learned. We also took advantage of modern
developments in materials and technologyto produce a machine
at the lowest cost possible while still maintaining the strength,
stability and reliability demanded of a real industrial bandmill.

The Forestor-150 has been designed to operate in West Africa and
the Far East and other countries of the wodd where conditions can
be very tough. But the qualities needed for these conditions are just
as welcome in the more sophisticated sawmill where the Forestor-
150, served by simple handling aids, can supplement, or compete
wrlh,very much more costly equipment.

Since its introduction the Forestor-15O has lived up to all our hopes
and expectations, and proved itself where it really counts - in
customers sawmills all overthe world.

It is not only in the enormous saving in capital cost that the
Forestor-150 scores. Because of the complete elimination of the
log carriage and the subsequent saving in power needed to move it,

the Forestor-150 is very economicalto run.

Although the Forestor-l50 was designed right from the start as a
new machine, so that it could be made as maintenance and trouble
free as possible, only proven principles have been used in the
engineering.
When powered by diesel or petrol engine the Forestor-150 is
completely independent of external power supply and can operate

at the forest site where cut timber can be cheaperto transport and
waste does not have to be taken away. Or powered by electriciÇ
(or diesel) it can be cheaply installed, on a simple concrete base, in
a highly automated modern sawmill. Wth the Forestor-150 you
really have got the best of both worlds.

Horizontal versus Vertical.
The horizontal bandmill has many advantages over the vertical mill.
Valuable sawn timber is not damaged by being allowed to hang and
fall. The capital cost of the log carriage (sometimes as much as the
head rig) is eliminated. Expensive foundation costs are avoided.
The weight of the log is carried by static bearers so there is no
problem of log carriage distortion. The sawmill can be easily and
quickly set up - it can also be easily and cheaply moved. There is
no limitation to the length of log that can be sawn (the only limiting
factor is the length of track employed). Less operational space is
needed. Logs can be sawn side by side providing they dont exceed
the maximum width. Logs with rotten cores, splits or of un-uniform
shape can be easily cut. The moving horizontal bandmill is far more
simple, consequently operation and maintenance is easier and
less costly. lt can be used for resawing. Operators gain proficiency
very quickly because it is simplerto operate. And perhaps most
importantly, it is an accepted factthatthe moving horizontal
bandmill is superior for accuracy and quality of cut.

The only advantage of the vertical mill has been the easy removal
of sawn timber. However, recent innovations in handling equipment
have removed this one advantage, leaving the moving horizontal
bandmill the dear winner.
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Through & through sawing of a large oak log.

Log capacity. The Forestor-150 will saw logs up to 1.5m(5) in
diameter. ltwill saw two or more logs side by side provided their joint
width does not.exceed the maximum permitted. Logs of any length
can be sawn, limited only by the lengh of track employed.

Low ¡nstallat¡on cost. Because no complicated foundations, or
pits, are needed, installation costs have been largely eliminated.
For a permanent unit all that is needed is a flat concrete pad on
which the rails and cross members can be laid. On a temporary site
the track can be laid on wooden sleepers.

Heavy-duty machine. Of boxed steel construction to give the best
possible strength to weight ratio and the maximum resistance to
shock loadings, the Forestor-150 is a heavy-duty industrial
machine.

Ease of maintenance. The Forestor-'|50 has been designed to be
as maintenance-free as possible. All bearings, with the necessary
exception of those on the bandwheels, are sealed for life.

Electric, diesel or petrol. The choice of power unit is yours. On a
permanent site, with no problems of power supply, you may well
choose an electric power unit: Should you require complete
independence from outside power sources the best answer would
almost certainly be a diesel power unit. The standard diesel unit
fitted is a Deutz 4 cylinder air-cooled engine. Howeverthe
Forestor-150 has been designed to accept most popular makes
of engine.

Power operated depth-of-cut control. On the diesel driven
machines elevation and lowering of the saw blade is achieved
through a precision gearbox driving high speed screw jacks. On
the electric models the drive is via a two speed forward/reverse
electric brake motor. The screw jacks are fully protected by
expanding stainless steel guards. The exact depth of cut is
measu red extremely accurately by digital counter.

Extremely accurate dig¡tal depth-ot-cut counter. On the electr¡c models
the counter is electrically activated and will stop the brake motortothe
position p re -set on the cou nte r.

Front cover photograph shows a diesel powered Forestor-l50 Bandmill
on hire to the Crown Estate, Windsor. lt is sawing an accumulation ol
large butts of oak, ash, and cedar, plus some boughtin elm, ranging
from 20" to 50" in diameter. Iñe saws quality of cut, its self contained

Ihrs shows how the Forcstorl50 can work equally well as a static
machine with a log carriage. This '150, at Titchmarsh & Goodwin's
Witnesham Sawmill, replaced two Gu¡llet Írame saws - and
immediately doubled throughput. By mounting rt as a staf,c mach¡ne

they were able to use the existing set-up and log carriage. Their carriage
was fitted, by Forestor, with variable speed drive and pneumatic
dogging. As wel/ as adapting existing installations the Forestorl S0 can
be supplied complete with log carriage.

(Lelt). An example of the
fine quality English furniture
produced by Titchmarsh &
Goodwin.

(Far left). Ihls shows a
complete Forestor mill with
the '150 breaking down logs
which are then straight line
edged and resawn on the
furestot 900 rolling table
bandmill.
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This sawmill in Nigeria has now added a Forestor-150 to ¡ts two ex¡st¡ng
Foresto11823. Their first Forestor was bought about 10 years ago and is
still working well. Here the old and the new can be seen side by s¡de.

This view shows clearly the drum reel method of controll¡ng the electric
cable. As the mach¡ne moves backwards and forwards the cable is
automat¡cally reeled in and let out. This is an optional alternative to the
overhead cable carrying system.

The photograph above shows an electr¡c powered Forestor-150 saw¡ng
an enormous elm butt. Here the electr¡c cable is supported by an
overhead cable carry¡ng system which keeps it neatly out of the way.
This mach¡ne is f¡fted w¡th its own self-contained dust extraction un¡t.

Ïhis shows the ForestorlS0 atJames Jones Ladywel/Sawmill at
Kirriemuir, Scot/and, having already broken the log down, re-sawing
the very long lengths needed f or boat building. fhls is an electric

Prime quality timber, sawn on the Foresto1150, stacked for air drying.
It will be used tor high quality f urniture.

nature and its quick set-up ttme were tdeal qual¡t¡es tor choosing the
Forestor-150 fo saw /ogs that were too large to be sawn in the existing
sawm¡ll.

powered Forestor150, with1200mm (4tt) bandwheels, fitted w¡thits
own dust extraction unit and pneumatic dogging. Extended tracks
have been laid allowing logs up to 16.5m (54ft) to be sawn.

This diesel driven Forestorl S0 is at Manokwari, lrian Jaya, lndonesia.
It is owned by PT Coklat Ransiki which is a joint venture pro ject
between the Commonwealth Development Corporation and the lrian
Jaya Development Foundation. The latter is a jo¡ntventure between
the Government of lndonesia and the UnifedNations Develòpment
Programme. The'150' is used mainly tor sawing tropical hardwoods
f or the construction of bridges, culyerts, a wharf and local housing.



Support columns. These are precision ground steel, chromium
plated for hardness, durabilify and to be anti-corrosive. Wiper seals
are fitted to exclude dust, etc. The wide spacing of these support
columns, plus their precision fitting, contribute to the superior
stability of the Forestor-150.

Hydraulic feed. The Forestor-150 is fitted with a hydrostatic
variable speed drive for both forward and reverSe movement. lt is
infinitelyvariablefrom 0to30m permin. (The maximum speed
can be varied, on special orders, to meet individual
requirements.) The hydraulic leed unit is completely self-
contained and needs no maintenance (only the oil needs
changing approximately every 6 months). The feed is very
smooth and sensitive in operation, right down to the very lowest
speed.

True variable leed speeds. The feed speeds are truly variable
between the minimum and maximum, controlled by the feed
lever. The further the lever is pushed forward of the neutral
position the fasterthe machine willtravel forward. And the further
the lever is pulled backwards from the neutral position the faster
the return speed. lf released, the lever automatically returns to
neutral and the machine stops.

Bandwheels. The standard bandwheels are 1000mm(39fl') in
diameter by 1Osmm(ai') wide. They take a blade 120mm(41") wide
by 1.1mm(19 gauge) thick. As an alternative the Forestor-l50 can
be supplied with 1200mm(47í') by 140mm(5å") bandwheels which
take a blade 150mm(6') wide by 1.2mm(18 gauge) thick.

It the logs to be sawn are usually about 1m(3') or more in diameter
or are very hard woods, the larger bandwheels carrying the wider
sawblades are to be recommended. The sawblade will retain its
tension and sharpness longer, and faster sawing can be achieved.
lf the logs to be sawn are usually under 1m(3') the 1000mm
bandwheels are more than adequate. Logs up to the maximum
1.5m(5') diameter can easily be sawn with the standard 1000mm
bandwheels and it is only if large logs or very hard woods are the
normthatlhe larger bandwheels are recommended.

The bandwheels are cast in high quality iron and are amply
proportioned forstrength. They are machined all overand statically
and dynamically balanced.

1508 on the production line.

Guards. The saw guard and bandwheel guards open to provide
quick and easy access to the blade. Guarding on the Forestor-150
conforms fully to current U.K. regulations.

Blade guides. One blade guide is fixed, the other is instantly
adjustable from the operators position. Both are fitted with Chaco
Triction-free' guiding elements.

Blade speed. The standard bandwheel pulley gives a lineal blade
speed of 3Sm/sec (6900ft/min.). Alternative bandwheel pulleys are
available as standard giving blade speeds of 3Om/sec
(5900f t/min.) or 25m/sec (4900ft/min.).

Blade straining. The precise straining mechanism incorporates a
hydraulic load cell which indicates on a dial the exact strain applied
Strain is applied or released with a convenient reversible ratchet
spanner.

Easy blade straining. Blade strain accurately indicated.

Blade alignment. This is achieved by finely adjusting the tracking
of the idler bandwheel.

Blade lubricat¡on. The lubricant is fed, through felt pads, to the
blade via the bandwheels.

Rail cleaners. Longlife rail scraper shoes are fitted to the leading
and trailing ends of both wheelboxes to keep the rails clean. This
helps to ensure that accurate cutting is maintained.

Rail scraper shoes. Fully assembled transportabil¡ty.

Easy transportability. Although it is a heavy-duty machine the
Forestor-150 can be moved without dismantling by a standard 3000
kilo fork lift truck. For longer distances it can be moved on a
conventional platform lorry.

Track wheels. Of high quality cast iron, they are widely spaced in
very long wheelboxes to ensure the best stabiliÇ. This is one of the
features of the Forestor-150 which conlributes to its superior
performance.

Standard dogging. The boxed steel log bearers incorporate quick
action mechanical log grips which are adjustable for height. The log
grips are reversible giving a choice of two depths of penetration.

Convenientdoggingmechanism. Pneumaticdogging.

Pneumatic dogging. Fully automatic pneumatic dogging is
available as an alternative to the standard mechanical dogging.

Track The standard lengith of track (rails and fittings) supplied is
8.2m(27'). Allowing for reasonable operating room this enables
logs of approximately 5m(16') to be sawn. lt is possible to saw logs
upto a maximum of approximately 6m(196").

Squaring device. Each log bearer is supplied with a simple
squaring device against which a sawn side can be placed and
quickly dogged in a vertical position. SuÞsequent sawing will then
be at right angles to the cut edge. For example, when a log has
been sawn through and through the sawn timber can be dogged in
a vertical position and sawn again producing dimensioned timber.

Squaring-up and dogging for re-sawing.

Sawdust extraction. Sawdust is blown out through a side duct
and can be contained and collected by simply attaching a bag to the
outlet. For use within a sawmill the Forestor-150 can be attached to
an existing dust extraction system. Alternatively, on the electric
powered version, a self contained dust extraction unit can be
supplied.

Self-contained dust extract¡on unit mounted on the '150-

Productivity. Dependent on species of wood, condition of
sawblade, handling aids employed, etc. upto 5m" per hour can be
cut. (This figure was obtained cutting softwood logs 800 mm diam.
x 3 m long into 50 mm boards.)

Increased production. Production can be considerably
increased if the track is lengthened sufficiently to take two or more
logs (end to end) so that while the machine is sawing one log the
next can be placed in position and secured. ln this way the machine
can be kept in near continuous production.

Simple handling aids. The use of simple aids makes log and cut
timber handling much easier. We can offerfrom stock simple and
inexpensive mechanised handling equipment such as hoists with
scissor attachment for log positioning and vacuum lifts for easy
removal of cutlimber.

This shows a Forestor served by an overhead gantry canying a simple
electric hoist w¡th sclssors for /o g handling and a vaèuum l¡ft, capable of
lifting 400k9, for easy removal of cuttimber.

Self-standing overhead gantryto carry handling aids.

Simple to operate. No special mechanical knowledge is needed
to operate the Forestor-150. The controls are simple and function
logically. Operators very quickly become proficient.

Delivered aseembled. ln the U.K. the Forestor-1S0 is delivered
fully assembled. But the Forestor-l50 can also be shipped fully
assembled less only bandwheels and bandwheel guards.
Because of container sizes it will cost a little more but it may be felt it
is worth it.

Saw doctoring and ancillary equipment. We offer a complete
range of equipment, from small requisites such as silver solderto
automatic wide bandsaw sharpening machines.

Larger Forestor bandmill. Full particulars of our larger capacity
machine are available on request.


